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嬓⠥襬☭㵶傊婾⺮╚䧶ꩾ䧶焝ꌬ劕┞⠥嵥俇溸侚◜�Every Chinese family has a story of diaspora. 
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The dri!ts of Chinese displacement in modern and contemporary histories
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1 !"#$ %&'() *# &#(+ ,#(+, ()(+-)(+, )(. /0/( %12) 3 The rebel-
lion of the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom in 1851 led to the influx of merchants 
from southern China into Hong Kong.  Population of Hong Kong had risen 
from 33,000 in 1851 to 120,000 in 1865.  Many among them had relocated to 
India, Indonesia, and even Cuba. 3 The struggle of 1911 Chinese Revolution 
culminated in the founding of the Republic of China by Sun Yat-sen.  Due to 
the disturbances in Canton and its neighbouring areas, there was an influx of 
refugees into the colony during April and May 1911. 3 In the 1930s the Sino 
Japanese War in China followed by decades of independence movements and 
decolonisation in Southeast Asian countries, namely Indonesia, Malaya, Burma, 
and Vietnam resulted in another influx of refugees into Hong Kong. 3  From 
the Civil War in China in the 1930s to about a decade later the establishment 
of the PRC in 1949, refugees fled China to Hong Kong.  And members of the 
Kuomintang and other people were forcefully or willigly relocated to Taiwan 
and other Asian countries, such as Singapore. 3  Mainlanders fled China to 
Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Nanyang during the Cultural Revolution in the 1960s 
and 1970s.
2 !"#$ &#(+ ,#(+ *# #*&/" 45)%/6 3 People from China fled to South-
east Asia through Hong Kong in the first half of the 20th century. 3 Distrust of 
China after the June forth massacre in 1989 and anxieties about the approach-
ing of 1997 led to the first wave of migration of Hong Kong people to Canada, 
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America, and other places in the 1980s and 1990s. 3 Hong Kong people are 
relocating to UK, Taiwan, and other places, such as Germany, after the anti 
China extradition protests in 2019 and the imposition of National Security Law 
by Beijing in 2020.  
3 !"#$ *)'7)( *# ()(-)(+  3 Under the Southern Expansion Doctrine 
of Japan which was a policy for the end of political, economical, and military 
expansion of Japan in Southeast Asia, Taiwanese were relocated to Indonesia, 
Vietnam, Thailand, and Malaya, etc., during the Japanese colonial time in the 
1930s. 
4 !"#$ 0'/*()$ *# &#(+ ,#(+ )(. #*&/" 6#1*&/)6* )6')( %#1(-
*"'/6  3 The Vietnam War and the disturbances afterwards, from the 1960s to 
1980s, led to a large number of refugees fled Vietnam to Hong Kong or Southeast 
Asian countries.
5 !"#$ ()(-)(+ *# %&'()  3 From the 1940s to 1970s, with the anti-Sin-
itism in Southeast Asian countries, especially Indonesia and Malaya, Chinese 
(or suspected communists) were often forced to ‘return’ to China although they 
were born natively in Southeast Asia. Some of the Chinese displacements from 
Nanyang to China were willful choices, as the then younger generations had 
high hope for the Communist Party after decades of civil war in the Mainland; 
and they had been discriminated in the Southeast Asian countries.  Therefore, 
they went to China hoping to contribute to  the establishment of the new China. 
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嵥俇�(Diaspora)ꄠꇅ獘聁鴚㏔㵶溸☭⺛瓌ⳛ둑槁䔯䔯㐃婾⺮䙎溸䨡暾㐍索侓岖銘痔䟩餠䓺䡤㸫㿃♧䕁媨宑溸糮䒠㹾Ⳳ╚溭气脯瓌ⳛꇅ♧俇溸䓺䑑ꅾ鉿獘聁溸嚥䗽䊬䊬⺇⯒❛㠂⮃气㐍㺈⛿㐍甦傊靤阌⥝簣╚䖦㐍ⶤ⽠ꉭ㐍ⶤ♧倁ⵋ瞐⻎鮐閑䗽匙綤脯嵥俇⯵䮅䨡◗ꄻ甦㎷劕溸獘聁嚥䗽嵥俇溸☭⺛嵥곒㝤䨿♒⠰┯峜ꓨ獘聁㜾㐃溸㲾㐃埜䑑⾕甦傊⥝簣脯剳詈濤✑掿獘聁溸⪴⻎䝡䠌⟜汧詈劕ꬨ㵶ꍂ溸阿䤿蕞⥝靿
: is epitomised by transnational movement of community; 
it often occurs amidst historical rupture war, geopolitical 
conflict, ideological confrontation, and postcolonial ten-
sion. The movement takes the form of dispersal. Diaspora 
challenges the idea of community which is often bound with 
ideas of homogeneity, such as place of birth, habitation,  
ethnicity, language, tradition, centre, periphery, and culture. 
Diasporic population dwells in displacement and accentu-
ates on shared sentimentality of being a community rather  
than the external forms of existence and ethnic inheritance; 
they maintain memory and myth about their original home-
land.

its homeland. Kurdistan has been a matter of contention 
throughout the 20th and 21st centuries; the Kurds are made 
refugees on their homeland amidst the political tensions in 
the region. Those who forced to leave Kurdistan enter into 
complex and changing interactions with the homeland and 
with each other, and have already transformed the emerging 
Kurdish nation into a transnational entity.

嵥☀�(Exile)嵥☀蕞嵥俇溸╭锣ⶤ⯂㐃偠䟩꿈䕁脢銩僻儱周仄⠥☭脞䢫⾕䟩꿈䨿✑溸ꈹ亜播脯⯽脢⯵儱┞꽃䒤⯜⾀꾴ⷬ┞⠥☭㐃곒ꪛ䕁摿岻ꓨꂋ㵶㏣嵥☀籮䊬巉侓岖汻⾕銘痔꿎键긞⾀䧶侓岖⾕獘劋溸㸫ꆽⳛ溸㝤侵䔯䔯㸮蔻┞⠥☭嵥☀
: The main featured difference between exile and diaspora 
lies in the willingness. The latter signals that the choice is 
made upon individual preference and willingness; the for-
mer, however, is a forced proposition that one is not able to 
return home after leaving. Exile often involves notion of 
political aggression and confrontation; failure in subver-
sion, revolution, or opposition against political and social 
movement often result in one’s exile. 

㵶ꍂ�(Homeland)蕞ր㏔㵶ց⾕ր宑傊ց溸嚥䗽氘气◗烾澄溸䒠ⲇ㸫嵥俇溸☭⺛❔靿ր㵶ꍂց嬓嬓┯⻎偠ր㏔禷ց脯儱┞軹馫獘聁靐气╒㲹芎㶕⮘䝡䠌▇䨿㴋┯儱┞甦䒤Ⲏ偠☭溸☭掿婿㻏䠌脯儱┞軹㐍做䨿⪾⤭溸⪴⻎⧜⡽閑⾕㵽䙎瞐☭倁鮐筷
: renders paradoxical tension with the notions of state and 
nation. The idea of homeland, to diasporic population, is often 
not the same as nationality. It is a place wherein a community 
emerges and provides capacity for sentimental affinity. It is 
not an imposed and constructed notion of belongingness; 
rather, it is more of a humanistic quality such as shared value 
and inclusiveness that a place comprises. 

周徏�(Root)儱㸡獘聁⾕傊鎐鉩簣篚⻉╒氘气⭚臕ⲇ溸册ꇂ閑䗽㴋╒긋㵶⾕婿㻏䠌溸꿕嬡周徏⺢儱┞甦䒤Ⲏ偠⮃气㐍⾕傊鎐鉩簣▇┪溸⻎鮐䙎㐍索侓岖⢏陮脯㵶⯵儱㸫▢陶긋䧰傊鎐鉩簣溸㺈⛿㐍䨿氘气溸䝡䠌❹ꮩ⾕㶕⮘ꬨ➵周徏溸閑䗽䉂䧯掿筋窖╭聋⾕䕁媨宑兎劻匯ⷂ◸溸襬瞐嚍妝╭聋溸交緗䈰⪾♧䱾⯜⾕粫䭧簣岖溸疙㴼䙎
: is often the idea to bind and cohere community with the eth-

倁ⵋ麃⚍�(Cultural identity)儱┞⠥┯偖ⵋ䧯溸嚥䗽♧甦傊麃⚍掿㕈狹╒걖詈⠥☭溸籮덴⾕⟥䗽脯溭㺥倁ⵋ麃⚍┯⛰屜劕錻气朮ꈿ⥝周徏⾕㐍索侓岖㺈⛿㐍溸笵匙閑䗽寏䚀㐍匙綤脯剳䒤鞬⠥☭溸ꓨ偈㴼⛻㹧儱┞⠥☭㠂✇澚䔷蔦䉁ꄻ儱┞⠥╭閑嚥䗽걖詈⠥☭蕞㜾汔溸䱺闶脯┯偖悎首⾕溭㺥
: is a becoming notion; it is underpinned with the ethnic iden-
tity and evolved with individual’s experience and belief. Far 
from being eternally fixed with the binding notions of bio-
logical inheritance, the root, and the geopolitical dwelling, 
cultural identity stresses on the positioning of the individual, 
which is how one sees oneself. It is a subjective notion that 
is constantly transformed and evolved with one’s encounter 
with the outside world.  

⪬宑�(Cultural identity)籮䊬蕞ր㵶ց⾕ր獘聁ց溸嚥䗽庍師⪬宑麃⚍儱㐃┞⠥㐍做⻉岻㐍㺈⛿溸妝⯈㴋䟩⽱괜锣睌⻉┞㞟魗呬❛㠂㺈汧兎ꪨ늄뉊沖㐍㴸做靤阌溸茥ⲇ瞐儱┞꽃槏䙎麃⚍▇ր㵶ց⾕ր獘聁ց⯵鼜䒤鞬㸫霃㐍做溸⠥☭䝡䠌
: is a becoming notion; it is underpinned with the ethnic iden-

nic origin. It is not an analogy for home and sense of belong-
ing. Root is a homogeneous-geopolitical supposition that is 
enforced merely on the birthplace and ethnic origin, while 
home is sentimental attachment and affinity to a dwelling 
where it may not be one’s ethnic origin. The notion has been 
made a manipulative tool for totalitarianism to control and 
maintain the stability of ruling, such as Nazism and anti-Si-
nitism in the postcolonial Southeast Asia.

㵶ꍂ�(Refugee)䭱㐃ⳛ潠兎劻┯䕒䉂溸☭⺛ꈶ䕖┯䕒䉂⺪茥儱㕈偠㴙槏氮溸⠥☭ꈹ亜䧶儱錻沖㹾䒤⯜덐ꄣ⮃㏔播脯劕┞甦䝡岞儱獘聁㐃蔦䉁㵶ꍂ䧯掿◗곔宑傊聁䍽䖎偅㐃◝ⶥ⾕◝ⶥ┞┿第┞潳儱⩫恥銘痔溸㐍ⶤ㐃霃㐍ⶤ糮䒠溸侓㹾╚䍽䖎傊☭㐃㵶ꍂ幯掿곔宑脯錻ꃁ곒ꪛ䍽䖎偅㑝溸䍽䖎傊☭⯵⾕㵶ꍂ䔦婠▇ꪨꅾ⪜◗鐁계┻┯偖首ⵋ溸◧ⳛꬨ➵╒䉂㸡偈蕟溸䍽䖎宑傊首䧯◗鴚㏔㵶㷞둑
: The unwilling human displacement during the time of 
turmoil. The unwillingness could be a personal choice for 
safety or forced deportation by authority. However, there 
is a case of a community which becomes a refugee group on 

tity and evolved with individual’s experience and belief. Far 
from being eternally fixed with the binding notions of bio-
logical inheritance, the root, and the geopolitical dwelling, 
cultural identity stresses on the positioning of the individual, 
which is how one sees oneself. It is a subjective notion that 
is constantly transformed and evolved with one’s encounter 
with the outside world. 

⣫溭兎ꪨ溸㐍索雯㳴
(Geopoetics of co-incidental time)儱┞꽃劕ꬨ嵥俇溸䠌䙎⾀꾴╒긋塎唩䙎⾕╭閑䙎㐍廠ꓪ兎ꪨ脯儱┞甦⦒俇㺈溸獘聁㝃⩧脯㏬篚溸䠌閅
: is a sentimental proposition of diaspora, which tells not the 
mechanical and subjective measurement of time; rather, it is 
a notion of feeling as a community in dispersed dwellings, 
solidarity in diversity. 
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With educational backgrounds in both contemporary art and film production,  
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�⤜⮃✑梫Law Yuk-mui graduated from The Chinese University of Hong Kong with a Master of Fine Arts (MFA).  She is the co-founder of the artist-run organisation Roo#top 
Institute.  Using image, sound, and installation as her media of preference, and adopting the methodology of field study and collecting, she o#ten intervenes in the mundane space 
and daily life of the city and catches the physical traces of history, psychological pathways of human, the marks of time, and the political power in relation to geographic space. Her 
works have been extensively exhibited in Asia, including“Michikusa”, Art Tower Mito, Japan (2020); Jog"a Biennale, Indonesia (2019); “From Whence the Waves Came”, Para Site’s 
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㟨溸⻐㲼⺤訬╚㏔☭劕┞⺝霁⺤ր訓訬婿周ց䧰溸嬏镫⻐⺤訬┯焒ꇕ㟨閅䕒蔦䉁溸周㐃ꊙ鎮
Her name is Yip – meaning ‘lea#’ in Chinese.
There is a Chinese saying that goes: ‘Falling leaves return to their roots’. 
My mother is called ‘Yip’. Where does she think her root is? 

䌑溸㜯㝙䧰㐃苫䗅僻䉗霾餠⯒5PN⮵姎锶긖5PN�⼴陽䧰♒㸰兎⡁儱㐃눦溸鱴ⷂ곔宑易ꩾ㝕♒阿䤿╚溸눦䔻耙�ꄻ⪣匌燖䋲儱䧰ꃽ簋♒溸儱♒阿䤿╚ꊙ⠥⼱蛟溸㒘柁溸눦燖䋲
In the summer of 2017, I met Tom in Ho Chi Minh City. 
The first time I met Tom, he told me he grew up in a Vietnamese refugee camp in Hong Kong. 
The Hong Kong he remembers was very beautiful. I gave him these two coins, just like the ones 
in his memory: in the shape of a flower.



㸰䳀樦㵶✑剱㵶뉉䘽舃溸⻐✑վ䘽ꍂ剱տ劁籮氠✑╚㝡☭宑䏼乩괐⺬㸫⺬挗⾕嶯㜾⦔苤䏼乩溸䍈剱
Violinist and composer Ma Si-Cong’s masterpiece Song of Nostalgia was once adopted by China 
National Radio as the overture for the Chinese emigrants in Taiwan and overseas. 

䧰溸曋镫┯劋䬕㸰䳀樦♒儱┞⠥◝苫垠䩘䌑鼹兎篂餠ꇅ┞갠垠㏬
My father can’t play the violin. He is an Erhu 
musician. He had been in an orchestra when he 
was young.
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Image from RIL POST, a monthly magazine for all personnel of Royal Interocean Lines— 
a Dutch shipping company based in Hong Kong. 
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斀䛴溸ꮲ气☭
Familiar Strangers

ր嵥٬䗈卲聾糈耈椝哝舀㺥ց瞭㺥韣ꃏ
Curatorial statement of ‘The Dri!ts: Lin Yichi and Law Yuk Mui joint exhibition’ 
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Every chinese family has a story of diaspora. 
 My parents and I are native Hong Kong; my grandfather, however, was born 
in Dongguan, Guangzhou. He first moved to Macau and finally settled for the 
rest of his life in Hong Kong. And now, friends of mine who share similar back-
ground are relocating to other places with their next generations and becoming 
part of Hong Kong diaspora. The reflections on histories of diaspora of Taiwan 
and Hong Kong in the exhibition begin with the family stories of the two par-
ticipating artists, Lin Yichi and Law Yuk Mui. To make ends meet is often the 
assertion of early history of the Chinese diaspora, which features ‘homecoming’ 
as the ultimate. Homecoming seems to be the ostensible finality of diaspora 
with the ideas of ethnic co-habitation and coherence of culture and folklore. 
The inquiries of the concepts of diaspora and homeland of Li and Law anchor 
in their familial histories; their artworks are artistic, linguistic, and poetic 
renderings, which reflect homecoming is an obsolete feature of diaspora.   
 James Clifford, an anthropologic historian, asserts that diaspora in the 
contemporary context signifies residing in foreign countries while maintaining 
communication with one’s community; it concerns returning home the least. 
Thus, the notion of diaspora is a dialectics between homecomings and dwelling 
in displacement. In the history of human displacement, diaspora is not a mere 
transnational movement; rather, it is a signifier of unique localness and special 
ways of establishing and maintaining a community. In this sense, the idea of 

homeland becomes ambiguous in ‘homecoming’. Not returning home (or not 
able to do so) but remains in diaspora is not negligence of one’s origin; rather, 
it supposes a multiple existence of ethnic groups. For the reasons of civil wars, 
ideological confrontation, colonialism and Cold War, the histories of modern 
Asia are histories of Chinese displacement, which often took seaway and dis-
persed in the region. The drift is, therefore, a metaphor in the exhibition. It 
reveals the identity, nationality, and homeland are fleeting concepts, which 
contest hegemonic coherence and unity invalid. 
 Lin Yichi discovered letters from her relatives in Indonesia in her grand-
mother’s drawer; the letters are filled with nostalgic sentiments to home: Tai-
wan. The idea of Taiwan as home to the generation of Li’s father, however, be-
comes a symbolic supposition. In her work Nanyang Express: Trans-drifting and 
South Sea Crossing, Lin mediates herself as a messenger and travels to Nanyang to 
search for her familial histories of diaspora. The ocean currents, the subjective 
perspective, and the linguistic shifts in the work suggest individual experience 
as the constant cultural modifier. Lin’s work is an ambiguous reflection on the 
histories of Southern Expansion Doctrine during the Japanese-colonised Tai-
wan and the migrations of mainlanders to Taiwan after the Second World War. 
Drift is also a significant metaphor in From Whence the Waves Came of Law Yuk 
Mui. It connects the fleeing experiences of Law’s parents and Tom, the young 
Vietnamese refugee to Hong Kong. Law’s parents left Shanwei, China, for Hong 
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Kong in a self-constructed sailboat in 1979; Tom and his parents who arrived 
in Hong Kong by boat from Vietnam in the late 1980s as refugees were later 
repatriated after having spent many years in a detention centre. The waves, 
coastal landscape of Hong Kong, and the spanning sea outside of the detention 
centre’s windows are intertwinements and juxtapositions of political incidents 
of various times; they mediate Hong Kong as a transitional rotation. 
 Indoctrination is often a means to adapt to a new environment, be it mi-
gration, diaspora, or exile. Lin’s new work on practicing languages and Law’s 
Pastiche are dialectics of implantation, education, and colonisation. Lin’ work 
is a reflection of language as culturally essential for one’s identity; while Law’s 
Pastiche tells the story of the unrooted nature of Bauhinia blakeana, the floral 
emblem of Hong Kong. Bauhinia blakeana flower does not bear fruit; its propa-
gation can only be done via grafting. The story finds its reverberation in the fate 
of Hong Kong. The works of the two artists artistically suggest the intactness 
and homogeneity as the parameters to define one’s identity a paradox; they 
echo Stuart Hall’s concept of becoming identity. Hall asserts that the notion of 
identity entails two positions: it comprises the oneness (the shared tradition 
and ethnicity) and multiplicity (the individual differences and experiences); 
identity is a constant process of becoming as individual experiences are always 
in progress, which has no identicalness and finality. Thus the constructions of 
the concepts of cultural identity and home do not signal the stable and hege-

monic ideas of historical recollection and searching for root; rather, it prevails 
constant positioning amidst the tension of histories, culture, and subjectivity. 
As a Jamaica-born British scholar, Hall went to England for study and has be-
come an influential British scholar of cultural studies. He spent almost all of 
his life in England without regarding returning to Jamaica as homecoming. He 
is a diasporic scholar, a familiar stranger in both Jamaica and England. 
 Appropriating Hall’s concept of becoming identity, Lin’s and Law’s artworks 
propose Chinese, homeland, homecoming, and root are dubious notions; the 
entire exhibition is thus turned into a reflective dimension for the notions.

Vennes Cheng, SauWai
Curator
July 2021
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